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My Monster Secret Vol. 2
A DIFFERENT KIND OF VAMPIRE HUNTER! Just as
Youko’s vampire purity level is rising, a vampire
hunter shows up! Instead of seeking to put an end to
her, however, he declares himself Asahi’s rival. Can
Asahi handle the heat of competition?
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MaMaMa: Magical Director Mako-chan's
Magical Guidance
Traces the professional contributions of the World War
II Chicago Bears champion, tracing Bronko Nagurski's
early athletic years before the war, his record-making
comeback, and the developmental years for the
Bears. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.

Monster Musume: I Heart Monster Girls
Wherever the monster girl doctor goes, monster girls
will soon follow! Glenn and Sapphee, along with
Tisalia and her attendants, head to the harpy village
high in the Vivre Mountains, but it soon becomes clear
that harpies won't be his only patients. Besides a
moody and flightless harpy, Glenn finds himself
tending to a bedridden centaur and maybe even a
destructive force of nature--not to mention fending off
the attentions of a very assertive arachne. Can glenn
handle the wiles of these monstrous girls?

The Rising of the Shield Hero Volume 02
The Ansullivan 500-Year Festival is well underway, but
the festive air won't last for long. A parasitic black
crystal has attached itself to Oscar's dragon, causing
both rider and steed to go berserk--just in time for
their showdown with Ash. The grand finale of
Dragonar Academy is here at last!

Monster of the Midway
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After a ritual in the village leaves her hovering on the
brink of death, Asahi is rescued by the power of the
water dragon god! Has he awakened to feelings of
compassion, or does Asahi need to flee this
treacherous world before something even worse
happens to her? -- VIZ Media

The Water Dragon’s Bride
A New York Times bestselling series that kicked off
the monster girl phenomena in North America! What
do world governments do when they learn that
fantastical beings are not merely fiction, but flesh and
blood--not to mention feather, hoof, and fang? Why,
they create new regulations, of course! "The
Interspecies Cultural Exchange Accord" ensures that
these once-mythical creatures assimilate into human
societyor else! When hapless human twentysomething Kurusu Kimihito becomes an involuntary
"volunteer" in the government homestay program for
monster girls, his world is turned upside down. A
reptilian lamia named Miia is sent to live with him,
and it is Kimihito's job to tend to her every need and
make sure she integrates into his everyday life. While
cold-blooded Miia is so sexy she makes Kimihito's
blood boil with desire, the penalties for interspecies
breeding are dire. Even worse, when a buxom centaur
named Centorea and a scantily clad harpy named
Papi move into Kimihito's house, what's a full-blooded
young man with raging hormones to do?!

Deadline Summoner
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After Rui suddenly breaks up with him, Natsuo, still
unable to accept reality, runs into an enigmatic
woman. "Hey, why don't the two of us slip out of
here?" A sudden breakup, and just as suddenly, a new
encounter, as Natsuo begins to walk a new forbidden
path!

Monster Musume Vol. 12
'" When the members of the MON get suspended for
accidentally zombifying a young girl (with an assist
from Lala), Kimihito tries to console them by spending
a full day on a date with each individual member. Not
surprisingly, every date ends in its own unique flavor
of disaster. From dodging ghost marriages to picnics
gone wrong, Kimihito will be very glad indeed when
MON''s suspension is over! Meanwhile, Draco learns a
lesson in humility while trying to win back Miia''s
favor. It''s more chaos and comedy in this MONfocused volume of everybody''s favorite monster girl
series! "'

Monster Musume Vol. 11
A whole new group of sexy monster girls are chasing
after Kimihito, and they're all hungry for his blood!
While he goes undercover to try and find the third
"rogue liminal," Kimihito soon finds himself at the
mercy of their voracious blood-sucking appetites. Can
Miia, Papi, and the rest of Kimihito's menagerie find
him before he's drained completely dryor meets a
fate worse than death? This romantic harem comedy
is sure to get your heart pumping!
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Domestic Girlfriend 23
Previously published in three installments, the entire
run of comic master Osamu Tezuka's enduring classic
is herewith available in one volume at a new
affordable price. The lauded adventures of a young
swordsman and his rogue sidekick that also inspired
the cult video game Blood Will Tell have never been
as accessible. A samurai lord has bartered away his
newborn son's organs to forty-eight demons in
exchange for dominance on the battlefield. Yet, the
abandoned infant survives thanks to a medicine man
who equips him with primitive prosthetics - lethal
ones with which the wronged son will use to hunt
down the multitude of demons to reclaim his body
one piece at a time, before confronting his father. On
his journeys the young hero encounters an orphan
who claims to be the greatest thief in Japan. Like an
unforgettable road movie, Dororo reaches deeper
than its swashbuckling surface and offers a thoughtful
allegory of becoming what one is, for nobody, in born
whole.

My Monster Secret
As Indra the Serpent of the Twelve Divine Generals
closes in on the merfolk town, Eita is faced with the
toughest decision of his life. Should he join the
merfolk in their battle--a conflict which has nothing to
do with him, and where the merfolk don't even want
his help--or should he make a strategic retreat? As if
this wasn't a difficult enough choice, Steela, the Witch
of the Deep, informs Eita that he will soon be forced
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to make an even more fateful decision!

Monster Musume Vol. 1
Kimihito's eyes are about to pop. The mothers of not
one, not two, but three of the monster girls who live
with him are coming for a visit. It doesn't help that
this trio of mothers is every bit of sexy as their
daughters - and just as dangerous to Kimihito's
mental and physical well-being. Stuck in the middle
between the mothers and their daughters, Kimihito
learns more than he ever wanted to know about the
mating habits of lamia, harpies, and centaurs, while
repeatedly facing the possibility of an ecstatically
painful death. Fur, feathers, and scales are about to
fly, as Kimihito's hide hangs in the balance!

Monster Musume Vol. 17
MONSTERS BEWARE, YOU’RE IN FOR A SCARE! With
polygamy now legal and three brand-new monster
fiancées to boot, Dr. Glenn has never been busier as
Lindworm heads into fall. Molly Vanitas dreams of
tourism-boosting thrills and chills at the upcoming
harvest festival—but she needs the Graveyard City’s
resident vampire lord’s approval, first. Winning over
an ancient, deadly immortal should be a piece of cake
for Glenn, right?

Trinity Seven, Vol. 1
In a shocking twist (okay, maybe not so shocking),
Kimihito learns that he's been playing host to a
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princess! Mero the mermaid is actually the daughter
of the king and queen of the sea, and now her royal
mother is summoning her back home. Kimihito, along
with the other monster girls living in his household, go
to visit the mermaid queen in the hopes of changing
her mind. Along the way, they uncover a tangled
scheme that involves kidnapping, royal intrigue,
tragedy, and, of course, naughty tentacles. If this
intrepid group can manage to stay un-molested long
enough to solve the mystery, they could transform
the entire mermaid kingdom! But for once, Kimihito
isn't the only one risking his life in the name of
interspecies relations.

Dororo
Naofumi Iwatani, an uncharismatic Otaku who spends
his days on games and manga, suddenly finds himself
summoned to a parallel universe! He discovers he is
one of four heroes equipped with legendary weapons
and tasked with saving the world from its prophesied
destruction. As the Shield Hero, the weakest of the
heroes, all is not as it seems. Naofumi is soon alone,
penniless, and betrayed. With no one to turn to, and
nowhere to run, he is left with only his shield. Now,
Naofumi must rise to become the legendary Shield
Hero and save the world!

The Girl From the Other Side: Siúil, a Rún
Vol. 3
What do world governments do when they learn that
fantastical beings are not merely fiction, but flesh and
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blood-not to mention feather, hoof, and fang? Why,
they create new regulations, of course, like the
Interspecies Cultural Exchange Accord! When twentysomething Kurusu Kimihito becomes an involuntary
"volunteer" in the government homestay program for
monster girls, his world is turned upside down. A
lamia named Miia is sent to live with him, and it's
Kimihito's job to make sure the sexy snake girl
integrates into everyday life. While cold-blooded Miia
is hot for Kimihito, the penalties for interspecies
breeding are dire. Even worse, when a buxom centaur
girl, and a scantily-clad harpy move into Kimihito's
house, what's a full-blooded young man with raging
hormones to do?

Monster Musume Vol. 11
A hilarious companion series to Monster Musume that
includes three bonus monster girl postcards! Monster
Musume: I Heart Monster Girls is a brand new, twovolume manga series starring everyone’s favorite
monster girls from the New York Times bestseller,
Monster Musume. Monster Musume: I Heart Monster
Girlsdoubles-up on the humor and heart, telling all
new, all original stories in four-panel comic strip
anthology format, including a short Monster Musume
story from Shake-O, creator of Nurse Hitomi’s Monster
Infirmary. Each volume of Monster Musume: I Heart
Monster Girls will include a full-color insert, and three
bonus full-color, double-sided postcards, each
featuring a different monster girl from the series.

Monster Girl Doctor (Light Novel) Vol. 7
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RE-VERSAL OF FORTUNE Unable to escape Gamer’s
assault, Eita has been captured! He seizes the chance
to free himself, but finds his path blocked by the Outperson serving at Gamer’s side. Why would an Outperson work with their sworn enemies?

Monster Girl Doctor (Light Novel) Vol. 6
Supervised by Kore Yamazaki, this must-have tome is
packed with essential information about the The
Ancient Magus' Bride manga series, including early
sketches and designs, character bios and
encyclopedic entries, author interviews, and an
amazing array of behind-the-scenes material. Don't
miss your chance to read an early storyboard pitch of
the first chapter, which went through seven separate
drafts to get to the final version! Color and black and
white illustration galleries are also included.

My Monster Secret Vol. 16
'" Onodera Mamoru is just your average, video-gameloving high school kidthat is, until he''s suddenly
transported into a parallel dimension filled with magic
and adventure, where monster girls and mayhem
await! "'

Monster Girl Doctor (Light Novel) Vol. 2
Thirty close-up views of curious creatures range from
a tortoise and king cobra to an alligator and iguana.
Each full-page illustration is scientifically accurate and
accompanied by a brief caption.
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Monster Musume Vol. 7
Mako-chan is striving to become a professional witch,
but before she can graduate from school, she must
travel to the human world to complete her studies. It
is there she meets a lewd young man named Onodera
Junji, whose intentions for Mako-chan are far from
pure! Can Mako-chan's magical skills transform a
pervert like Junji into a good person or is her witchy
career over before it's begun?!

Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid Vol. 3
What happens when Miia and Centorea decide to
become working (monster) girls? They want part-time
jobs to help pay Kimihito back for their living
expenses, but it's harder than they expect for a lamia
and a centaur to find work in a city built for humans.
Miia and Centorea must endure rejection, humiliation,
and job offers no descent girl would ever accept on
the way to finding that perfect part-time job.
Meanwhile, three rogue liminals have come into the
country illegally--and they're all after Kimihito! Now,
on top of his normal, everyday peril, he has to worry
about being attacked by mysterious, unfamiliar
monster girls who are "seriously bad news." Poisoned,
drugged, drowned and seduced--Kimihito will need all
the help he can get if he wants to survive with his
bones and virtue intact!

Monster Musume Vol. 13
Tohru the dragon has gotten very comfortable in her
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role as Miss Kobayashi's maid. But when Elma--the
new dragon in town-- enters the picture, Tohru's
jealousy overflows! Box lunch battles and noisy
neighbours are nothing Tohru can't handle when the
affections of her dear Miss Kobayashi are on the line!

Monster Musume Vol. 10
Loose-lipped Asahi has so far managed to hide the
fact that the girl he has a crush on is actually a
vampire…but his problems are just beginning. He
keeps stumbling on the supernatural secrets of other
girls in his school! The very fact the he is attending
class with aliens and werewolves who depend on him
to keep his mouth shut make things maddeningly
difficult for this serial bean spiller. Just how long can
Asahi keep up the pretense that everything is totally
normal?!

Gantz
Guts, the Black Swordsman, and his companions have
finally broken free of the monster-infested wilderness
and arrived at the port city of Vritannis. But the band
finds out all too quickly that humans can be just as
monstrous as the nightmarish creatures and apostles
they battled in the forest. As Schierke and Isidro face
off against pirate slavers, Farnese's power-hungry
family tries to force her once again under the yoke of
their political ambitions. The group's only hope is to
find a ship out of the city, but even if they manage to
secure a vessel, will everyone be free to leave?
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Murciélago
Arata Kasuga is living an ordinary life with his cousin,
Hijiri, when a mysterious happening called a
"Breakdown Phenomenon" makes her vanish before
his very eyes. Determined to eradicate the
Breakdown Phenomenon and get Hijiri back, Arata
enrolls at Royal Biblia Academy. It's a tough road
ahead, but nothing's impossible when you've got
seven beautiful girls--each a master of her own
magical art--by your side! The romantic comedy and
sometimes-serious wizard school story begins!

Monster Musume Vol. 12
Suu's been kidnapped! Kimihito and his houseful of
monster girls set out to find her, but what starts as a
simple search and rescue mission turns dangerous
when Suu is forced to face off against a giant slime. A
plus-sized water battle ensues and Kimihito is once
again caught in the middle--literally! Which slime will
reign supreme?

Monster Girl Doctor (Light Novel) Vol. 5
Aileen Wuornos was executed in Florida, on the 9th of
October, 2002 at the age of 46. She was the 10th
woman to be sentenced to death in the USA since the
death penalty resumed in 1976. Convicted for the
murder of six men, in a two month period, Aileen
claimed she acted in self defence however the
investigation into these claims was poor and she later
retracted her statement announcing to the Supreme
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Court, "I'm one who seriously hates human life and
would kill again." All-too-often female prostitutes have
been the victims of male serial killers - the killings of
Aileen 'Lee' Wuornos were the inverse of this. She
was a child prostitute, fleeing an abusive childhood at
the hands of her grandparents, which led straight into
a disastrous adulthood of difficult affairs with both
men and women. Her metamorphosis from victim to
attacker had brutal consequences: a stream of dead
men. Following a renewed interest in this woman after
the film "Monster", this is her story in her own words.

12 Beast Vol. 4
What happens when Miia and Centorea decide to
become working (monster) girls? They want part-time
jobs to help pay Kimihito back for their living
expenses, but it's harder than they expect for a lamia
and a centaur to find work in a city built for humans.
Miia and Centorea must endure rejection, humiliation,
and job offers no descent girl would ever accept on
the way to finding that perfect part-time job.
Meanwhile, three rogue liminals have come into the
country illegally--and they're all after Kimihito! Now,
on top of his normal, everyday peril, he has to worry
about being attacked by mysterious, unfamiliar
monster girls who are "seriously bad news." Poisoned,
drugged, drowned and seduced--Kimihito will need all
the help he can get if he wants to survive with his
bones and virtue intact!

Monster Musume Vol. 5
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Now that Kuroko has identified the serial swordsman
killer, who has taken up residence in her younger
sister's body, all that's left to do is stop her! However,
she's proving to be a much tougher opponent than
anyone expected

Berserk
'" Kimihito''s been sent to work on a farm! He gets up
at dawn, dresses in overalls, and works with his
hands. But just what kind of work are those hands
doing? After all, this is no ordinary farm--all the other
farm workers are sexy, buxom monster girls…and the
livestock isn''t the only thing that needs milking. "'

Monster Reptiles
A whole new group of sexy monster girls are chasing
after Kimihito, and they're all hungry for his blood!
While he goes undercover to try and find the third
"rogue liminal," Kimihito soon finds himself at the
mercy of their voracious blood-sucking appetites. Can
Miia, Papi, and the rest of Kimihito's menagerie find
him before he's drained completely dryor meets a
fate worse than death? This romantic harem comedy
is sure to get your heart pumping!

Dragonar Academy Vol. 13
'" Just as Youko''s vampire purity level is rising, a
vampire hunter shows up! Instead of seeking to put
an end to her, however, he declares himself Asahi''s
rival. Can Asahi handle the heat of competition? "'
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Monster Musume Vol. 9
'" Shiva''s aunt has come to the Outside to bring her
home, with several soldiers in tow. Alarmed at this
show of force, Teacher tries to protect Shiva, but to
no avail. Meanwhile, chaos threatens to engulf the
small hamlet on the Inside. Where does Shiva truly
belong? "'

The Ancient Magus' Bride Official Guide
Book Merkmal
So far, Kimihito's been lucky. The monster girls living
with him have been cute, curvaceous, and have never
tried to kill him on purpose. But now, the dark side of
liminals rises to the surface. Piggish orcs run hog-wild
over Japan to satisfy their perverted desires. And the
team that the government assembles to combat them
is every bit as strange and inhuman as the criminals
they're fighting. Meanwhile, Kimihito has to contend
with adding the lovely and elegant mermaid Mero to
his ever-growing menagerie of monster girls. How will
the possessive Miia, the noble Centorea, the birdbrained Papi, and the slime-girl Suu react to the
newest addition to their household - and yet another
contender for Kimihito's heart?

Monster
THE BACHELOR There’s a rumor going around
Lindworm that Dr. Glenn is looking for a wife! Can it
be true? Either way, the good doctor is suddenly
flooded with more seduction attempts than he knows
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what to do with—and meanwhile, as if that wasn’t
enough, Sapphee’s gone missing! Can interspecies
love carry the day?

Monster Musume Vol. 3
Get married and I kill you. This was the letter sent to
Kimihito, an ordinary guy living with a houseful of
extraordinary beauties, by a mysterious writer known
only as "D." Now it's up to Interspecies Coordinator
Smith, Kimihito, and his ever-increasing menagerie of
monster girls to find out who is behind the
threatening letter before it's too late. The game plan?
Use Kimihito as bait by sending him on a series of
dates with monster girls. Along the way, several
possible suspects emerge, each of whom has a "D"
connection of one kind or another. Meanwhile,
Kimihito's potential brides each begin acting
strangely. Are they taking the fake dates too seriously
- or is something (or someone) far more sinister at
work?

Monster Musume Vol. 14
Two teenagers, struck and killed by a subway train,
find that their new "lives" are controlled by a sadistic
alien.

12 Beast Vol. 7
The threat of infectious disease in Lindworm's redlight district triggers a hunt for patient zero--at the
same time that a mysterious sleeping sickness shuts
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the city down! When this strange new ailment sends
Sapphee into a deep sleep, it's left up to Dr. Glenn,
Aluloona and the meddlesome Arahnia to find a cure.
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